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THE STEEP RISE in the numbers of passengers at 
European airports has forced major airports to in-
vest in new infrastructure. Of Europe’s 25 busiest 
airports, only one, Madrid’s Barajas International 
airport, saw a drop in its 2011 passenger numbers 
compared to 2010.

The largest growth among Europe’s top 50 air-
ports was an impressive 17.8% expansion through El 
Prat airport, in Barcelona. In 2011, El Prat handled 
34.4 million passengers, up from 29.2 million in 
2010. Not surprisingly, it has embarked on a major 
expansion project. But this was true of many other 
airports, too. The average rise last year among the 
top 20 European airports’ passenger traffic was 8%, a 
trend that is likely to continue.  

Germany’s two biggest airports, Frankfurt and 
Munich, have been improving their infrastructure. 
On 10 October this year, Frankfurt-Main – which 
handled a total of 56.4 million passengers in 2011 – 
opened its new Pier A-Plus. This 800m long westward 

system is flexible and 11 narrow-body jets can also be 
handled simultaneously at the pier.

The new pier makes the transfer process easier. 
Incoming flights from the US will be handled at 
Area A of Terminal 1. The minimum connecting 
time for many transfer flights on these routes will 
be reduced from 60 minutes to 45. In addition, 
more aircraft will be able to dock directly on the 
terminal, so they do not have to be parked at re-
mote apron positions.  

Other expansion is planned for Frankfurt to deal 
with anticipated passenger growth. The airport has 
built a fourth runway, which opened in October 
2011, to allow it to handle about 700,000 aircraft 
movements in 2020. And, next year, it will start 
building a third terminal to handle the 90 million 
passengers it forecasts for the same year. The new 
Terminal 3, which is on the ground of the former 
Rhein-Main Air Base, will house up to 25 million 
passengers and feature 75 new aircraft positions.

expansion of Terminal 1 took four years to construct.
Fraport executive board chairman Dr Stefan 

Schulte notes: “This extra passenger capacity will al-
low us to meet traffic growth expected in the com-
ing years….Our guests from around the world will 
benefit from advanced handling facilities and a wide 
range of shops and restaurants. Easier transferring 
between short-haul and long-haul flights will result 
in enhanced comfort.”

The pier allows Germany’s biggest aviation hub 
to serve up to six million additional passengers per 
year, or a grand total of 65 million passengers. The 
700 million euros (US$908 million) terminal complex 
will be reserved for Deutsche Lufthansa AG and its 
Star Alliance partners.  

Pier A-Plus provides seven docking positions for 
long-haul aircraft, four of which are designed for 
double-decker jets like the A380 superjumbo served 
by three passenger bridges, as well as three more po-
sitions for aircraft like the B747-8 and A340. But the 

Pier A-Plus at Frankfurt-Main airport

“Our guests 
from around 
the world will 
benefit from 
advanced 
handling 
facilities and 
a wide range 
of shops and 
restaurants”
Dr Stefan Schulte,  
executive board chairman, 
Fraport
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DEVELOPMENTS IN THE SOUTH

Meanwhile, there has been a lot of work at Frankfurt’s rival German air-
port, Munich. The Bavarian airport is the second-busiest in Germany and 
sixth-busiest in Europe. It is expanding its Terminal 2, which fi rst opened 
in 2003. The satellite facility will give Munich handling capacity for an ad-
ditional 11 million passengers per year, which almost matches the total 
traffi c it dealt with when it opened in 1992.

The expansion is essential because Munich’s capacity is being stretched 
to the limit. Last year, there were 37.7 million passengers through the gate-
way, a rise of 8.8% on 2010.

As in the original Terminal 2 development, the investment costs of 650 
million euros ($844 million) will be split between FMG and Lufthansa on a 
60:40 basis. The same architectural fi rm that worked on Terminal 2, Mu-
nich’s Koch + Partner, will handle the general planning.

The new satellite will be built on top of the baggage sorting hall on the 
airport’s eastern apron. Its 600m pier will have 52 departure gates. With 
27 aircraft parking locations, it will boast more than double the number of 
positions with passenger gangways linked to the terminal. 

The satellite will be linked to Terminal 2 via an underground personal 
transportation system (PTS) built by Bombardier, the Canadian manufac-
turer. Three driverless trains, each will four wagons, will run at speeds of 
up to 30km/h. The system will move up to 9,000 passengers per hour in 
each direction.  

Work on the new building, which will go into service in 2015, is in full 
swing and the facade of the satellite terminal will be taking shape by 2013. 
Interior fi nishing work and technical equipment will begin in the spring of 
next year.

In neighbouring Austria, at Vienna International airport, the new Aus-
trian Star Alliance terminal has been in operation since 5 June. The terminal, 
which was initially known as Skylink, will be for the exclusive use of Austrian 
Airlines and Star Alliance partners and will enable Vienna to handle 30 mil-

lion passengers per year. The airport is currently Europe’s 18th largest, han-
dling 21.1 million passengers in 2011 – a rise of 7.2% on 2010.

The capacity to handle more aircraft has also been boosted by the 17 
jetbridges attached to the new terminal’s South Pier, although further up-
grades will be required to accommodate the A380.

Chief operating offi cer Julian Jäger explains: “We will be able to main-
tain our minimum connecting time of 25 minutes – which makes us a leader 
in Europe – even with an increase in the number of passengers. All this will 
be made possible by a three-level concept, where passengers only need to 
change fl oors for transfers and not terminals like at many other airports.”

Although the new terminal opened on time, progress had not always 
been smooth in the wake of work beginning in 2004. Construction had to 
be stopped in 2009 because of projected cost increases on the maximum 
budget of 770 million euros ($999 million). But a solution was found and 
construction resumed in 2010. Nevertheless, the Skylink project chief ex-
ecutive Herbert Kaufman resigned in December 2010 amid concerns over 
mismanagement.  

Vienna is also planning to build a third runway so that it can handle 
more fl ight movements in peak hours. Jäger says that this is the only way to 
protect Vienna’s function as an airport hub and compete with other nearby 
gateways such as Munich and Frankfurt. Construction of the third runway, 
however, is far from imminent. 

“The decision on the realisation of this project will depend on a fi nal 
positive ruling by the public authorities and the development of traffi c. 
Construction is not expected to start before 2016, and operations would 
start in 2020-21 at the earliest,” he confi rms.

DOMODEDOVO EXPANDS

Some of the most interesting developments at any European airport are tak-
ing place at Moscow’s Domodedovo International airport. The Continent’s 
12th busiest airport experienced one of the biggest rises in passenger traffi c 
of any European gateway last year, up by 15.5% to 25.7 million.

“We will be able to 
maintain our minimum 
connecting time of 
25 minutes – which 
makes us a leader in 
Europe – even with an 
increase in the number 
of passengers”
Julian Jäger, chief operating offi cer
Vienna International airport

T
here continue to be few signs that 

the aviation industry is returning 

to the good days enjoyed prior 

to the US and Europe’s economic 

disasters, yet there is plenty of 

good news out there for numerous companies. 

This issue, Airside has talked with a number of 

GSE suppliers and GSE end-users and many of 

them remain extremely positive. Even in these 

diffi cult times, there is a profi t to be made for 

those in the aviation industry willing to work 

hard and to invest in quality.

Plus, Airside has met with manufacturers that 

are working to establish their own specialised 

niche, differentiating themselves by offering 

something innovative, while we note how one 

particular Middle Eastern gateway – Sharjah – is 

prioritising the environmental soundness of its 

handling equipment. 
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Realising the need to expand, the private company East Line, which 
runs the airport, announced an ambitious 3 billion euros ($3.9 billion) 10-
year development plan at the end of 2011. The plan will effectively see a 
new city rise on Moscow’s southern outskirts. 

Much of the 10-year project is already underway. Construction of a third 
runway began in the first quarter of 2012. Work has also started on the five-
year, 621 million euros ($807 million) renovation of the airport apron to in-
crease the number of parking spaces. Meanwhile, in November 2011, work 
began on new concourse extensions adjacent to the current terminal building 
that will increase the overall size of the passenger terminal to 225,000 square 
metres. The extensions are scheduled to open in stages in 2012 and 2013. 

Dmitry Kamenshchik, chairman of the airport’s board of directors, be-
lieves that the airport will be at the heart of a “synergistic conurbation” of 
commercial development that could stretch up to 12 miles from the airport 
itself. He says that the federal government had been tremendously support-
ive of the project. “We have four sources of investment — ourselves, the fed-
eral government, the regional government and private investors. Together, 
these sources give us enough money to cover all our projects over the next 
10 years,” Kamenshchik observes.

Domodedovo has already made improvements to its first runway. Last 
autumn, a nine-year upgrade project made it the first Russian airport certi-
fied to receive the A380. East Line Group has also installed double-level pas-
senger bridges and acquired specialist ground-support vehicles to support 
A380 operations. The hub airline Transaero hopes to take advantage of the 
new facilities by acquiring four A380s by 2015. Virgin Atlantic Airways also 
wants to open new A330 flights from Heathrow to Domodedovo.    

Europe’s busiest airport, London’s Heathrow, which handled 69.4 mil-
lion passengers in 2011, has also been forced to increase capacity. It moved 
a step closer to completing its £2.5 billion Terminal 2 with this summer’s 
‘topping out’ ceremony of the new terminal’s satellite pier, known as T2B. 

The 522m pier is a vital element of Terminal 2. Its 16 boarding gates will 
increase aeroplane capacity significantly. Due to its size, the pier required 
a huge excavation of a 575,000 square metre area to a depth of 15m. Thou-
sands of tonnes of recycled clay were taken away to build a new landscaped 
hill by the M25 motorway. 

Terminal 2, which will welcome 20 million passengers a year, is due to 
open in 2014. It is part of the five-year, £4.8 billion ($7.8 billion) transforma-
tion of Heathrow that began following the opening of the £4.3 billion ($6.9 
billion) Terminal 5 in 2008. It is the UK’s largest privately funded construc-
tion project. BAA has funded all the investment with no cost to the taxpayer.  

Like Terminal 5, much of Terminal 2 is being constructed off-site, which 
helps to overcome some of the logistical problems of building at one of the 
world’s busiest airports. Another similarity with Terminal 5’s construction 
is that the design continues the ‘toast rack’ principle. This type of layout 
maximises the utility of the airport’s land by placing the terminal building 
and its satellites perpendicular to the runways.

FRENCH FLAIR

Meanwhile, at Heathrow’s biggest rival, Paris Charles de Gaulle, Europe’s sec-
ond-busiest airport that welcomed 61 million passengers in 2011, work has 
been completed on the S4 boarding satellite in Terminal 2E. Air France and 
its SkyTeam partners handled their first passengers there at the end of June.

The S4 satellite is dedicated to long-haul flights and can handle 16 air-
craft at a time. It can cope with 7.8 million passengers per year. But the 
focus has not simply been on increasing capacity. Paris also wanted to in-
crease the attractiveness of Paris Charles de Gaulle to long-haul passengers. 

To that end, the scale and spaciousness of S4 is impressive. There are 
6,000 square metres of boutiques, bars and restaurants and 25,000 square 
metres of space dedicated to the boarding lounges. Business class passen-
gers can use a 3,000 square metre lounge.

“By investing 580 million euros ($752 million) in this new satellite, we 
have taken a major step in terms of quality of service. Our one objective is 
to become passengers’ preferred hub,” explains Pierre Graff, chairman of 
operator Aéroports de Paris. 

Further south, Italy’s largest airport, Leonardo da Vinci-Fiumicino In-
ternational, has produced one of the most ambitious of European gateway 
master plans.

In June this year, it proposed a 12 billion euros ($15.6 million) long-term 
plan to make a series of upgrades in the period up to 2044. The plan is to 
complete the current airport infrastructure, as well as extend to the north, 
in order to increase capacity to more than 100 million passengers a year. 
The 2011 figure was 37.7 million passengers, which was Europe’s seventh 

“We have taken a major step 
in terms of quality of service. 
Our one objective is to become 
passengers’ preferred hub”
Pierre Graf, chairman
Aéroports de Paris

Vienna International

Topping out at T2B marked a milestone for Heathrow Terminal 2’s development

Heavy moves

w w w . l i t t l e b i g t u g c o m p a n y . c o . u k

Aircraft towing and pushback tractors from 
The Little Big Tug Company Ltd.

Annesley House, Barbourne Crescent, WORCESTER WR1 3JF UK
Sales & Enquiries: 

Fax:

highest, and a 3.6% rise on 2010. The first part of the programme, to cost 
300 million euros ($389 million), would increase annual capacity by five 
million passengers by 2016.

In the long run, the airport intends to build four new terminals and two 
new runways – assuming that planning permission is received by 31 De-
cember 2012, the deadline set by the legislature. The airport claims that if 
the upgrades do not go ahead, it will continue to lose out to other European 
hubs. It claims to have lost 600,000 passengers since 2006 to rivals that have 
invested in their infrastructure.

Also in the cash-strapped Mediterranean and as mentioned previously, 
Barcelona’s El Prat airport, which is Europe’s ninth-busiest airport and the 
second busiest in Spain, has big expansion plans. Plan Barcelona incorpo-
rates a third terminal building and a control tower. An additional runway 
has already been built. The intention is to raise the airport’s handling capac-
ity to 70 million passengers a year. 
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A
dvances in halogen and particularly LED lighting (not to mention 
solar and other options) are giving airports increasing numbers of 
alternatives; however, technological progress is also placing them 
under pressure to modernise lighting infrastructure.

Conversely, the often low time between overhaul (TBO) characteristic of 
existing halogen lights, as well as the innate and perhaps understandable con-
servatism of airport managements, which have to be convinced of the merits of 
costly and long-term lighting systems, can slow the pace of change. 

Yet the airports that have embraced new lighting technology, or are in the 
process of doing so, have generally been satisfi ed with the results. Halifax Stan-
fi eld International in Nova Scotia, Canada, has exploited recent renovations to 
embrace LED and other lighting fi xtures. “We have converted some of our sig-
nage, and we’ve also incorporated some LED taxiway lights,” says Jeff Macmil-
lan, senior manager, airport facilities and airside services, Halifax International 
Airport Authority (HIAA). “So far we’ve had pretty good luck... as you drive 
towards a sign, it has a much crisper, cleaner presentation from each angle.”

As older lighting fails, Halifax Stanfi eld is also converting runway guard lights, 
which prevent incursions at the junction of taxiway and runway. Safety and supe-
rior presentation apart, LED lighting requires limited maintenance, is two to fi ve 
times more effi cient than halogen, and minimises costs across the board.

ADB Airfi eld Solutions has manufactured much of the new lighting at Hali-
fax Stanfi eld, alongside Prosign, Youyang Airport Lighting Equipment Inc. and 
others. “We have a sound relationship with ADB, Macmillan informs. “They 
have a good product, they support it very well, they are very knowledgeable, 
and the price is comparable to other manufacturers’ in all cases.”

Nancy Majoulian, national sales manager for Canada at ADB Airfi eld Solu-
tions, refers to ADB’s 65 years of “offering advanced, integrated and sustain-
able solutions for visual guidance”.

She also raises the “missing link” in ADB’s portfolio – a high-intensity, in-
set, elevated and recently certifi ed runway edge light: “… a lot of airports have 
been enquiring about this product because it helps them complete upgrading 
to LEDs on their runway“.

LEDs increase safety, Majoulian argues, because they require less maintenance 
and fewer journeys on the airfi eld by repair vehicles, reducing the risk of incur-
sions. LEDs also maintain their lumen for much longer than incandescent lighting.

“We have several reports showing that LED fi xtures are more conspicuous 
and crisp,” she adds. “The photometrics have to meet the exact same standards 
as incandescent fi xtures.”

Moreover, LED signs are also “more uniformly illuminated than conven-
tional signs, providing optimal pilot visibility”, Majoulian asserts.

Illuminating 
the way forward

Exclusive Airfield Lighting Distributor

With over 20 years experience with international airports,

heliports and flying clubs, we understand the importance

of customer satisfaction and loyalty.

As we are completely impartial, we can offer products

from all the main airfield and lamp manufacturers. This

has gained us an excellent reputation within the airfield

lighting industry.

Airfield Lighting Services include:

Airfield lamps  | Connector Kits 

Isolating Transformers  | Windsocks 

Obstruction lighting | Cable

Inset and Elevated lights  | Regulators 

Signage (internally lit and retro-reflective)

Replacement parts for fittin
gs

NEW! Solar Aviation Lighting

Contact us at:

sales@airfieldgroundlighting.com

Tel: +44 (0)1858 463153

Fax: +44 (0)1858 468232

www.airfieldgroundlighting.com

Airfi eld lighting is at the forefront of fi nancial, environmental and safety 
considerations facing modern airports, despite or perhaps because of successive 
innovations in lighting technologies. Bernadeta Tendyra reports
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In September, ADB launched a new range of AD-lights at the Inter-Airport 
China 2012 exhibition in Beijing. The DTS/DTC taxiway lights and stopbar 
lights have very low energy consumption (typically 11 watts for a single-plug, 
bidirectional light and 9 watts per side for a dual-plug light, compared to 40 
watts for halogen lights). They also promote traffic efficiency and availability of 
taxiways, thanks to a substantial reduction in maintenance.

SOLAR POWER

Halifax Stanfield is meanwhile hosting a JSF Technologies trial of solar-pow-
ered signage, involving 24-hour stop-sign flasher beacons located on crash re-
sponse roads. This embraces both LED and solar-powered lighting, the latter 
involving photovoltaic technology that converts sunlight into electricity using 
photovoltaic cells, with the ‘PV’ effect exhibited via semiconductors.

“Using solar lights minimises costs for everything,” says Jack Foster, presi-
dent of JSF Technologies. “Because they are autonomous units, they do not re-
quire digging up pavements or tapping into the electrical grid. Installation is 
brief and needs no additional labour. Once installed, the LEDs have no electricity 
or labour costs.” The intensity of solar lights can be altered during manufacture. 

In October, another Canadian gateway, Toronto Pearson International air-
port, purchased 16 units of the Solar Series JSF LED Beacons as 24/7 warning 
devices, together with stop signs located throughout the airfield independent 
of the electrical grid, reveals Aviation Renewables, the aviation consultant for 
JSF Technologies and for the Halifax Stanfield solar project.

Toronto opted for the Solar Series FL-1412 Northern Model, which provides 
a 12” signal, large solar panels and additional battery capacity. It can oper-
ate 24/7 for four months without sunshine, and by using Solar Series FL-1412 
beacons, the airport can illuminate all stop signs day and night independent 
of runway and taxiway lighting. The latter can be turned off when not in use, 
reducing energy, maintenance and operating costs. 

In 2008, HIAA expanded its Liberty Airport Systems (LAS) Freedom Series 
ALCMS to accommodate Transport Canada requirements for Low Visibility Op-
erations when Runway Visual Range (RVR) conditions drop below 2,600ft vis-
ibility, informs Don Gordon, LAS vice-president, Canadian sales.

Located on the Atlantic coast and frequented by heavy fog, the airport was 
mandated to install stopbar and taxiway lead-on/lead-off lights on the main 
runway. Liberty supplied SafeGate-brand individual lamp controllers for the 
stopbars and taxiway inset fixtures, and modified the ALCMS System to pro-
vide Stopbar Control and Monitoring displays for air traffic controllers. It also 
deployed microwave transceivers on the airfield to sense aircraft location in 
and around the stopbars.

Halifax controllers could thus safety manage multiple aircraft in CAT II con-
ditions, keeping airport operations running and punctual in the worst weather 
conditions. With the PLC controllers and HMI touchscreens in situ, an expansion 
of the ALCMS System in 2010 and 2012 added new circuits at a fraction of the 
cost of the original infrastructure. Laptop PCs working with either the airport’s 
Wi-Fi network or on a dedicated ethernet now provide operations and mainte-
nance personnel with mobile wireless airfield light monitoring and control.

INVESTMENT AT BRISBANE

Over the past 24 months, Australia’s Brisbane International airport has 
placed LED fittings in various new installations. “It’s an ongoing part of 
our maintenance programme progressively to replace halogen taxiway 
centreline lights with LED fittings and retrofit the Movement Area Guid-
ance Signs (MAGS) with LED components,” says Krishan Tangri, general 
manager, assets, Brisbane Airport Corporation. 

Inset taxiway centreline lights, installed on their own electric circuit 
in the same way as traditional halogen taxiway lights, are the airport’s main 

LED-type component. A standard 6.6A CCR runs the circuits, although some 
LED manufacturers use a much lower current that requires a specialised CCR 
and control. 

Three lighting companies service different parts of the airport. ADB LED taxi-
way centreline fittings and ATG LED Movement Area Guidance Signs feature in 
front of the international terminal on the eastern side of the airfield. SafeGate 
LED taxiway centreline fittings and SafeGate LED MAGS are found in front of the 
domestic terminal on the eastern side. The western side of the airfield close to 
the maintenance hangers hosts ATG LED taxiway centreline fittings.

Exclusive Solar Lighting Distributor

ADB Airfield Solutions and Carmanah Technologies have

teamed up to provide a range of solar-based LED aviation

lighting. Friars Marketing are the exclusive distributors in

the UK and Ireland. We also distribute worldwide.

With today's emphasis on green and sustainable

solutions, ADB solar LED lighting offers ease of use and

low maintenance with an extremely low carbon footprint.
Solar Airfield Lighting Products include:

Solar Aviation Taxiway Obstruction LED Lights

Solar Aviation Runway/ Threshold LED Lights

Solar Aviation Wireless LED Lights

Solar Obstruction LED Lighting Systems

Solar Runway Guard Light Systems

Solar LED Wind Cone Systems 
Solar LED Sign Systems

Contact us at:

sales@friarsmarketing.com
Tel: +44 (0)1858 463153

Fax: +44 (0)1858 468232
www.solaraviationlighting.com

Flex-O-Lite marks the way

Flex-O-Lite, Inc – a St Louis, 
US-based division of Potters 
Industries Inc – is a leading 
manufacturer of reflective glass 
beads and is best known in the 
aviation industry for its Type III 
airport glass bead.

Aiming to reduce numbers of 
runway incursions by providing 
the best possible runway and 
taxiway markings, Flex-O-Lite 
notes that Type III beads provide 
up to seven times the reflectivity 
of their Type I counterparts.

According to the company: 
“Type III airport bead efficiency 
saves time and money, while 
providing the brightest and 
safest airfield markings 
available”.

Krishan Tangri, 
general manager, 
assets, Brisbane 
Airport Corporation

An illuminated Brisbane airport
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Brisbane Airport Corporation has also installed elevated taxiway edge 
lights on the newly constructed sections of the international and domestic ter-
minal aprons. The airport has signalled its intention to convert existing MAGS 
to LED-type next year.

“State-of-the-art lighting and signalling systems increase safety at airports, 
with the addition of individual remote light monitoring, stopbars and visual 
telemetry, etc,” Tangri argues. Air Services Australia is currently installing the 
Advanced-Surface Movement Guidance Control System (ASMGCS), capable of 
monitoring the exact position of aircraft and vehicles on the movement area.

Brisbane airport uses solar-powered lights for non-permanent installations 
such as temporary taxiway edge lighting, and to mark unserviceable or closed taxi-
ways and aprons. The Thorn Avilite AV70 2010 solar aviation light is fast and easy 
to deploy, has an integrated solar/battery system, dual internal high-performance 
solar modules angled to maximise solar collection, a tough LED, UV-stabilised LEX-
AN polycarbonate aviation lens with 0 to +10 degrees’ vertical divergence and light 
base, automatic night activation, a user-replaceable battery in a sealed compart-
ment, a band of retro-refl ective tape and ultra-high intensity LEDs.

It is deployed typically as a Solar Airstrip, Barricade, Caution, Taxiway 
(ICAO), Threshold and Obstruction Light. A hi-intensity version, the AV70-HI, is 
designed for use in areas receiving a minimum of 3.5 hours of sun per day. The 
AV70-RF is a radio-controlled version of the AV70.

“BAC is committed to an active response to the long-term impacts of cli-
mate change and minimising adverse environmental impacts on aviation and 
property development activities,” Tangri states. 

Preliminary plans are also being laid for a major expansion of Brisbane air-
port, and Mike Fisher of Airport Lighting Specialists, UK-based ATG’s supplier 
in Australia, anticipates offering ATG’s new IRIS lights, which he describes as 
an “exciting innovation in the fi eld of airfi eld ground lighting.” 

According to an ATG Airports spokesperson: “The new ATG Airports IRIS 
LED Runway and Taxiway fi tting is a third-generation LED airfi eld lighting fi x-
ture. It has a number of unique design elements, ranging from the low-pro-
trusion profi le to the extremely effi cient, low-energy consumption electronic 
technology used to maintain the correct light output at all times.

“The innovative design uses common components across the entire IRIS 
inset range, thus reducing the number of individual spare parts required to 
be held in stock by airport maintenance. This reduction in numbers of spares, 
along with the optimised power consumption of the electronic circuitry, helps 
to prolong the lifespan of the LED’s in the IRIS fi ttings, offering longer mainte-
nance intervals, fewer spare parts and reduced lifecycle costs.

“When the IRIS range of inset fi ttings is rolled out into the airport 

environment in early 2013, we expect airfi eld LED technology to be raised to a 
new level,” the spokesperson adds.

CHOPIN CONSIDERS THE ALTERNATIVES

Poland’s Warsaw Chopin International airport is also open to new technolo-
gies, reducing carbon dioxide emissions and electricity consumption. However, 
the low TBO of existing halogen lights at runways and taxiways means that 
the “simultaneous replacement of all existing fi xtures with LED technology is 
not planned”, says Przemysław Przybylski, Warsaw Chopin airport spokesman. 

ERNI of Switzerland, ADB, NKI of the Netherlands, Finland-based OBELUX (LED 
obstruction lights) and Airfi eld Signs (now owned by SafeGate, Sweden) supply 
lighting to the airport. “We’ve been a strong partner for Warsaw Chopin airport, 
a long-time supplier of LED signs, and we’ve been testing LED runway centre and 
elevated lights,” Sergei Loukianov, ADB’s sales manager for the region, asserts.

“It’s a very advanced, technological airport and we are pleased to contribute 
to increasing its safety and effi ciency.”

New airport projects planned for 2013-15 include incorporating LED tech-
nology in all navigational lighting systems. “Thanks to their pure, monochro-
matic colours, LEDs meet intensity and colour requirements while consuming 
less power,” Przybylski observes. “A greater challenge is the application of LED 
technology to high-intensity lighting systems at runways, such as centreline, 
touchdown and approach lights.”

He points out that LEDs need expensive spare parts, and due to their lower 
temperature, they do not melt snow/ice in front of the prism in cold condi-
tions, requiring immediate and precise removal of deposits from inset lights. 
Given the low number of sunny days per annum at Chopin airport, Przbylski 
believes that solar-powered, illuminated signs and obstacle lights, and particu-
larly navigation lights, have no justifi cation, although such fi xtures cannot be 
completely ruled out in the future. 

He also sees no correlation between the use of LED lights and improvements 
in operational safety, as the LEDs must meet the same requirements of Annex 
14 in respect of colour, beam distribution and intensity as halogen lights; how-
ever, due to the monochromatic feature of LED lights in low visibility conditions, 
LEDs’ colour is clearer than for halogen equivalents in the same conditions.

Advances in technology, increasing demands on air transport, and the 
search for solutions to some of aviation’s biggest safety and eco-challenges are 
undoubtedly pushing airfi eld lighting forward. However, the often low TBO of 
existing halogen lights, the cost of replacement with LED and other options, 
and the caution of airport authorities facing signifi cant, long-term fi nancial 
outlay on new products, will mean that change will be gradual. 

“We have several 
reports showing 
that LED fixtures are 
more conspicuous 
and crisp. The 
photometrics have 
to meet the exact 
same standards 
as incandescent 
fixtures”
Nancy Majoulian,
National sales manager for Canada
ADB Airfi eld Solutions

For more information contact:
314.239.9183

Increase Visibility  Increase Reaction Time  Increase Safety

TYPE I

mike.boeger@flexolite.com
www.flexolite.com

     Don’t Be Afraid
     Of The Dark
Flex-O-Lite Type III Airport Glass Beads make
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TB DAVIES (UK) | INTERVIEW

in handling equipment. This brought into the TBD fold a “mature, well-
respected product range”, Meredith notes.

Moreover: “Owen Holland’s emphasis used to be overseas custom-
ers buying specialised types of GSE such as container dollies, so it also 
brought in a number of new customers,” Meredith continued.

“We have been very pleased with the acquisition and the product 
ranges. The equipment is very well engineered and of a very high qual-
ity,” he adds.

While he obviously views the purchase of Owen Holland as having 
been a big success, will more companies be acquired and brought under 
the TB Davies (UK) wing? Perhaps not, at least for the time being – “We 
have more than enough to handle at the moment,” Meredith points out.

That is not to say that new products won’t be launched, improve-
ments made and new markets breached, of course. The Middle East is 
going to be one particular priority, while in terms of equipment the en-
vironmental aspect is not being forgotten. TB Davies (UK) offers different 
towbarless tractors and the line has expanded recently with the launch 
of new equipment in Geneva – “it’s created a lot of interest,” he believes.

“We have put some style into the design as well as ensuring the en-
gineering is sound,” Meredith notes. “In addition, the vehicle has only 
one set of controls built into a swivel driver’s seat, which offers obvious 
benefits over similar products with dual controls.”

Towbarless tractors add to many other types of GSE equipment that 
the firm currently offers. These lines include passenger and crew board-
ing steps, lavatory and water vehicles, scissor lifts and maintenance ac-
cess equipment, numerous trolley and dolly types, trailers and cargo 
handling systems.

 “We try to let the products speak for themselves; it’s about hard 
work and creating as much value as we can for our customers. The most 
important thing will be looking after our customers”, he says. 

TBD sets a 
strong pace

Further Information: +44 (0)1656 65 22 02
www.tbduk.co.uk   sales@tbduk.co.uk

VEHICLE MOUNTED & TOWABLE PASSENGER STAIRS

Introducing our outstanding new range of Telescopic Passenger Stairs.
Suitable for all aircraft types from B737/A320 to B747/A380. 
Now available in electric drive, towable or self propelled models.

tbduk
We’ll make you fly

One GSE supplier is looking at many different ways to grow, Airside International 
talks to managing director Steve Meredith

T
B Davies (UK) continues to expand and is having a steady year, de-
spite the diffi culties of the European economy and the consequent 
effects on procurement and investment in all sorts of industries, 
explains Steve Meredith, founder and managing director.

Ground support equipment (GSE) supplier TB Davies (UK), founded in 
2003 and based in Bridgend, Wales, has had a busy decade since its estab-
lishment. And things continue to look good; the second half of this year 
is going to be better than the first, he observes, sufficiently so for the 
company to have recently appointed a new international sales manager.

This investment is very much in keeping with TB Davies’s strategy to 
expand its overseas footprint, with particularly foci being on Europe and 
the Middle East, Meredith says. 

Significant progress is also being made in the North American mar-
ket. TB Davies (UK) has allied with TESCO Equipment, the Florida-based 
supplier of GSE. Indeed, the two companies exhibited together at the 
recent International Airport Expo held in Las Vegas in October.

The two firms are helping to distribute each other’s products in the 
markets in which each specialises. The collaboration is “in its early stag-
es”, but he believes that this sort of co-operation is certainly a useful 
model for spreading the company’s influence where synergies can be 
achieved and there is no conflict of interest.

Outright acquisition is another alternative that TB Davies (UK) has 
been quick to exploit. In 2009 it purchased Owen Holland, the specialist 

Steve Meredith, founder and managing 
director of TB Davies (UK)

TBD tug in action
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C
limate change is seemingly shifting the operational parameters for 
everyone and this, coupled with the increasing amount of aircraft 
traffi c and the march of technology associated with handling those 
fl ows, mean that the challenges facing an airport in regard to run-

way effectiveness may only be getting more complicated.

COPENHAGEN MEETS THE CHALLENGES

Winter is always a challenge for gateway operators, of course, and Copenha-
gen International airport is no exception in this regard. “During winter con-
ditions, almost every airline operator seems to have their individual policies 
regarding when they are allowed to take off and land under the conditions 
currently prevailing,” observes Dan Meincke, director of traffi c and airside 
operations of gateway operator Copenhagen Airports.

“This sometimes makes it very challenging for the airport to determine 
how to provide the appropriate winter services readiness standards to cater 
for all carriers’ operational needs,” he adds.

In the last two years technology has developed further, and the Danish 
gateway has made changes in its runway friction testing regime. “At Copen-
hagen airport, device monitoring and control during calibration of our fric-
tion testing vehicles has been enhanced, and a designated test surface has 
been established on a remote section of the pavement for fi nal confi rmation 
of the calibration,” notes Meincke.

Nonetheless, there is always something better one would wish for in terms 
of friction testing capability and, for Meincke, it is the “simultaneous measur-
ing and comparison of surface friction values by means of both mechanical and 
laser beam equipment, and automatic verifi cation of the results”.

Plus, going forward, Meincke considers: “With the planned introduction 
of airport CDM (collaborative decision making), we hope to see the current 
runway friction values become a constituent part of the calculation process 
determining the expected taxiing and slot times, etc. for fl ight operations at 
the airport throughout the day.” 

EXTREME CONDITIONS

Highlands and Islands Airports Ltd (HIAL) operates from gateways in Scot-
land, such as Stornoway in the Western Isles, where to say that operating 
conditions can be challenging is something of an understatement. HIAL has 
10 airports that require annual runway friction assessments to assist the com-
pany with logistics, planning, weather conditions, runway availability and 
equipment failure.

“The CFME (continuous friction measuring equipment) we use is the 

Friction testing: a 
basis for airport 
readiness planning

Once again, winter is upon us and airports, more than ever, need to know 
as best they can how runways are on any given day going to meet their own 
operational needs and those of the carriers that they depend on for business
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Douglas Mk. 6 Mu-Meter with a self wetting system housed in the vehicle,” explains Duncan Smith, 
Stornoway’s airport manager. “The water is fed to the wheels of the towed mu-meter during the 
assessment at a rate of 0.5mm.The vehicle, equipment and operator travel around the 10 airports 
once a year by road and ferry.”

He continues: “The weather is our main challenge, as the runway must be dry to carry out the 
assessment – which with our Scottish climate is not guaranteed at any time of year. Summer months 
are obviously the preferred time of year but do not fi t in with the various other tests and duties to be 
performed in the same visit, so dates either side of the summer months are chosen.”

Furthermore, Smith notes: “Testing during operational hours can be diffi cult, depending on 
aircraft movements and ATC’s (air traffi c control) willingness to approve entry onto the runway, 
as passenger safety is paramount. I fi nd if you explain to the controller how long the assessment 
will take, how many runs will be required, fi lls of water will be needed and that the runway can be 
vacated at anytime during the test then they (ATC) are more inclined to give access between move-
ments. In some cases out of hours testing can be done if there is enough daylight.”

It is a good idea to be prepared. “In the test vehicle a range of spares are carried because of the 
remoteness of some of our airport locations and the time constraints of each visit; repairs must be 
done on site and the parts carried have been identifi ed from experience as items most likely to fail.” 

Smith has noticed various innovations in recent years and points to some innovative develop-
ments that are currently being made. For example: “There is a company that is developing a CFME 
to operate in winter conditions which would allow operators to use it on contaminated runways 
(slush, snow, de-iced). The equipment would measure mu and drag which could then be correlated 
to give an adjusted mu fi gure based on the information gained,” he says.

“Runway surface temperature sensors may be incorporated on the equipment, which also 
would be of great benefi t when determining when and where to de-ice. It would then have to be 
passed for use on contaminated runways by our regulators in the UK.”  

Like Meincke at Copenhagen, Smith would like to see – and expects to see – more innovation, 
“I think a physical test of friction to assess a runway’s performance will always be required. With 
technology moving forward all the time, the equipment will evolve with less mechanicals to infl u-
ence assessment results,” he adds.

LEADING TECHNOLOGIES

ASFT, a Sweden-based family business, believes that it is the world’s leading manufacturer of CFME, 
arguing that its CFME units are in use at over 300 airports around the world. These units are fully 
approved by the UK CAA CAP683, Swedish CAA, FAA and ICAO. The company can supply airport 
CFME trailers, CFME integrated vehicles and an upgrade service for older CFME equipment and it 
also offers its ASFT New Generation (NG) computer system that combines ASFT’s friction testing 
expertise with a faster, easier and safer way to handle and administer friction testing results. 

The system uses proven techniques and features authentication of operators, traceability of 
results and the ability to save a GPS; it can remotely monitor the use of the equipment and the real-
time viewing of measuring, even on the internet, and all controlled through a rugged touchscreen. 
The computer generates and stores friction values, while controlling all of the movement of the 
friction wheel, water pump action and water pressure. All communication within the vehicle is via 
wireless Bluetooth and, when the NG is used in conjunction with its trailer CFME, there is obviously 
no need for permanent installation.

Founded in 1947 and based in Cheltenham, Douglas Equipment – now Douglas Curtiss-Wright, 
the company having been acquired by the US-based Curtiss-Wright Flow Control in 2011 – is known 
for the Douglas Mu-Meter Mk.6, which it says is the world’s best-selling CFME.

The Mk.6 is easily operated without a specialised towing vehicle and has a powerful onboard 
microprocessor system that can provide computerised results in a range of formats in both dry and 
self-wetting modes. The system operates in a Windows software environment that is easy to use and 
boasts a large storage capacity.

The company says that the Mk.6 is perfect for ‘testing and compiling runway friction measure-
ments, taxiways and general road surfaces. Results combine the effects of contaminant drag and 
immediate, weather related friction reports for operations management.’ Furthermore, it notes 
that when the Mk.6 is operated with the optional Windows PC software reporting system, the 
unit can ‘also provide runway containment drag measurements and audible GPS positioning with 
reporting history’. 

Based near Edinburgh in Scotland, Findlay Irvine has built a reputation since its incorporation 
in 1960 for electro-mechanical and software product innovation intended mostly for the trans-
port sector. For aviation runway friction testing, the company offers GripTester, which was fi rst 
introduced 20 years ago.

Findlay Irvine says that GripTester is the ‘world’s leading trailer based continuous surface fric-
tion measuring device’. The company further insists that GripTester is ‘arguably the most cost effec-
tive, reliable and deployable skid resistance tester’.

QUALITY EQUIPMENT

Scandinavian Airport and Road Systems AB (SARSYS), one of the world’s leading manufacturers of surface 
friction testing equipment, is the only manufacturer of its type that offers CE-certifi ed (2006/42/EC) CFME 
systems. It is an accredited ISO 9001:2008 company and all its products are also listed and approved by the 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO).  

Trailer Friction Testers
Integrated Friction Testers

Weather Systems

Mobile
Frensor®

The world’s leading manufacturer of 
Continuous Friction Measuring Equipment

& Systems for Early Ice Warning

www.asft.se

Frensor®

OpticEyeTM

ASFT Industries AB  Piledalsv. 51  271 73 Köpingebro  Sweden
Phone: +46 (0) 411 651 00  E-mail: sales@asft.se  Web-site: www.asft.se

credit: ASFT
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The SARSYS Surface Volvo Friction Tester (SVFT), SARSYS Sur-
face Friction Tester Transporter (SFTT) and SARSYS Surface Trail-
er Friction Tester (STFT) are amongst its most notable offerings. 
The SVFT is based on the Volvo V70 and XC70, while the SFTT 
Is based on the Volkswagen Transporter chassis and the STFT is 
built as a trailer.

All units use a measuring wheel that is lowered onto the run-
way surface. The wheel has a certain slip in relation to the run-
way and the system measures the friction between the tyre of the 
measuring wheel and the runway surface. In an operational situ-
ation, the immediate availability of the measuring system makes 
it possible to carry out a measuring run – as defi ned by the ICAO 
and FAA – at short notice, as well as report the results to air traf-
fi c control personnel within minutes. The addition of an optional 
datalink can further speed this procedure, as the results can be 
transmitted immediately after the measuring run into a receiver. 
SARSYS’ STMC (Windows-based) computer system is used across 
the whole range of CFME systems that SARSYS manufactures.

The SVFT, SFTT and STFT are available with associated software and a 
calibration measuring tyre.

Looking ahead to future needs, SARSYS has continued to expand its prod-
uct line, which today covers all aspects of measuring friction at airports and 
on roads. The knowledge of producing surface friction testing equipment was 
implemented into the V70 (Volvo) and the VW Transporter.

The keywords for SARSYS are, a company spokesperson says, “reliability, 
safety and quality at all levels”. This encompasses the entire process from 
outstanding design to sales, delivery on time and lifelong support to all cus-
tomers worldwide, he adds.

SARSYS produces 95 percent of all components for the measuring system, 
made in highly resistant aluminum and stainless steel. Furthermore, the de-
sign of the different models ensures the complete safety of operators – a key 
guideline for the SARSYS design department – and guarantees the optimal per-
formance of the Volvo, VW Transporter and car/van measuring system (these 
vehicles are also covered by a full warranty from the car/van manufacturer).

Based in Germany, SMETS Technology’s range of vehicles and systems 
includes the Mu-Meter FT256 runway friction classifi cation and monitoring 
system. The product consists of a three-wheeled trailer containing electronic 
measurement equipment and a laptop computer, which is carried in the tow-
ing vehicle. Data from the CFME system can be exported, downloaded to an 
IBM compatible computer, or stored on the system. 

Elephant® Beta Next Generation
The Elephant® Beta NG deicer provides the shortest spray distance and the largest operating 
range suitable for all commercial aircraft including A380.

Major benefits:

 » Reaching longer and higher

 » Reduced fluid consumption

 » Reduced minutes per operation

 » Reduced fuel consumption

 » Reduced CO2
 emissionsw
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DYNATEST – GLOBAL PRESENCE

Netherlands-based Dynatest is a specialist manufacturer of 
surface testing equipment and systems, including aviation 
friction testing equipment. The company is also a service 
provider and offers consulting engineering services along-
side a global presence incorporating a wide range of distrib-
utors and agents.

In addition to a wide range of equipment, including 
airport friction testing equipment and software, the com-
pany has developed an airport pavement management 
system (PMS). Dynatest’s AIRPORTS (Airport Information 
Retrieval for Pavement Optimisation Rehabilitation Treat-
ment System) employs what it describes as ‘mechanistic 
pavement performance models with the traditional dis-
tress base’. AIRPORTS can calculate how a budget spend 
can infl uence the airport pavement’s condition over time, 
what budget level will be necessary to maintain the sur-
face’s current condition or to improve it, and also what 

budget level will be necessary to maximise returns. 
In order to make its calculations, the company says that the system can 

use visual PCI data, structural data from the heavy falling weight defl ec-
tometer, skid resistance data and functional data from the road surface pro-
fi lometer. At the heart of the system is Dynatest’s Performance Economic 
Rating System (PERS), which it says it has developed over a number of years. 
Employing PERS, a suitable budget can be planned, one including the sched-
uling of ‘rehabilitation alternatives over a defi ned optimisation period of 
1-25 years. Yearly work programmes can be reviewed to determine the opti-
mum scheduling to give minimum disruption’ as well.

In addition, PERS has the ability to refi ne the model as additional data is 
collected. Of course, that data must be of the highest quality possible, as the 
model will only be as accurate as the information that is fed into it. Nonethe-
less, AIRPORTS could be a useful addition to airport budget planning.

A goodly number of the friction testing systems that are available today 
are built on the solid premises built up over decades of experience, frequently 
with a similar amount of time in service as the CFME system evolves. Cer-
tainly a number of the systems have been around for some time. However, it 
will be interesting to see if the airport manager’s wish list of friction testing 
features – the simultaneous measurements of friction values and comparison 
for Meincke at Copenhagen and less mechanicals to worry about for Smith at 
Stornoway – are forthcoming; both should be possible. 

The Mk.6 is easily 
operated without a 
specialised towing 
vehicle and has a 
powerful onboard 
microprocessor system 
that can provide 
computerised results 
in a range of formats 
in both dry and self-
wetting modes

credit: SARSYS



Th e 3rd Global GSE Buyers’ conference 
and exhibition will be held on the 

24th– 26th April 2013. Starting on the 
24th April at 19.00, registration opens, 

viewing of exhibition and welcome 
cocktail reception. Th e conference will be 

in the centre of Lisbon and the capital’s 
most famous Avenue at the Tivoli Hotel, 

an elegant 5 star hotel.

This is an excellent opportunity 
for purchasing managers of ground 
support equipment to network with 

other buyers of GSE and discuss 
future purchasing decisions with 
manufacturers, distributors and 

financiers. It is also a perfect event to 
hear from other similar organisations 

on how they procure GSE, the training 
that is available for ramp handlers and 

the best cost effective way forward.

Th is is a unique occasion to meet industry 
leaders in your area of responsibility and 

also meet manufacturers of ground support 
equipment.

For ground support equipment 
manufacturers the event is an ideal forum 

to showcase products and services to a 
focused and targeted audience.

For further information visit: 
http://evaint.com/our-events/gse-buyers-conference-2013

or telephone +44 (0)208 668 9118 
or email Lesley White, Conference Manager at lesley@evaint.com
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Announcing the 2013 event

in association with

24th April 2013
WELCOME COCKTAIL RECEPTION 
19.00 Registration Opens - Cocktail Reception – 
Viewing of Exhibition and a few words from our sponsor 

25th April 2013
DAY ONE 
To be chaired by
Pete Speck - Vice President and Head of Corporate Supply, 
Swissport International &
David Anderson - Head of Operational Safety, British Airways

08.00 Registration opens
09.00 Chairman’s opening remarks
 
09.10 Th e global perspective in GSE supply - 
opportunities in the BRIC countries and the methods of 
procurement in diff erent regions.

10.15 Equipping new airports - the GSE opportunity

11.00 Questions and discussion
11.10 Break for refreshments and viewing of exhibition
 
11.40 Financing GSE and the suitability of fl eet 
management, rental and operational leasing models.  
An appraisal of the total cost of ownership and what 
savings, if any, can Ground Services Providers pass on to 
their customers? 

12.20 Questions and discussion
12.30 A few words from our lunch sponsor - DENGE
12.40 Break for Lunch and viewing of exhibition. 
 
14.00 Ground Safety Training - staff  awareness and the 
need for adherence to safe procedures Employee safety and 
training are key factors in any successful ground handling 
operation. What is involved in maintaining a high level of 
professional training and a strong focus on safety in ground/
ramp operations? Th e human factor.

14.45 Aircraft  damage - equipment, procedures & training
 
15.10 Questions and discussion
15.20 Break for refreshments and viewing of exhibition
 
15.50 Handling the B787 Aircraft  - are new types of 
equipment & training required to handle this aircraft . Do 
composite structures present new challenges?
 
16.40 Insurance risks and the management of premiums 
in the airside environment
          
17.20 Questions and discussion
17.30 End of day one
 

19.00 - 22.30 Evening Cocktail and Gala Dinner 

 
26th April 2013
DAY TWO 
To be chaired by
Pete Speck - Vice President and Head of Corporate Supply, 
Swissport International &
David Anderson - Head of Operational Safety, British Airways

08.30 Registration opens 
09.30 Chairman’s welcome
09.40 Th e Green Agenda - Airports are increasingly inter-
modal hubs, playing a major role in economic growth. Can 
airports combine commercial viability with the imperatives of the 
green agenda? What roles do the airlines & GSPs have in helping 
the airports meet increasingly stringent regulatory targets 
 
10.10 Green Innovation - TaxiBot Operations from 
a ground service providers perspective What makes the 
diff erence to present procedures? How does the ground 
handlers and airlines environment infl uence eff ectiveness of 
dispatch towing? Which basic prerequisites should be given 
for a successful operation?

10.40 Questions and discussion
10.50 Break for refreshments and viewing of exhibition
 
11.30 Th e marketplace: Aircraft  Tow Tractors to de-icers - 
the latest developments in GSE 

12.45 Question Time: A GSE Buyers Forum – Th e chance 
to debate with manufacturers and suppliers

13.30 Closing lunch Hosted by DENGE   
 END OF CONFERENCE

EVA International Media Ltd reserves the right to make changes to the 
speakers or programme should this be necessary without prior notifi cation.

To be chaired by
Pete Speck - Vice President and Head of Corporate Supply, Swissport International

David Anderson - Head of Operational Safety, British Airways
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sive amounts of GSE specific inventories,” Bloomfield declares. “We also 
have several different models in which we trade with the end-user, all 
of which carry with it very high value-add that comes along with the 
transaction.” 

He explains that the value comes in various different forms, whether 
it’s instantaneous inventory, at the point of use or whether it’s a product 
improvement. “We knew going into it that there were no other compa-
nies providing this, and I think we had a pretty good indication that it 
would be a very successful formula for us because as good as the manu-
factures of the equipment could ever be, they are always limited by the 
fact that they only supply parts for the equipment that they manufac-
ture. All we had to do was execute the vision that Mark and I shared, 
although that was no easy task.”

Secondly, Bloomfield observes that manufacturers are limited to buy-
ing in volumes that are commensurate with the amount of equipment 
they manufacture, “which in the GSE industry is never large numbers 

Wisdom in 
the GSE parts 
business

Every part for every brand.

Sage Parts, the global leader in GSE

replacement parts, has the world’s largest

on-hand inventory of parts for your entire ground fleet.

From filters, switches, radiators and transmissions to

hoses, PCA ducting, couplings and everything in between.

Looking for a supplier who can provide any part for every

GSE brand whenever you need it? Contact us today.

Relax, we have it.Relax, we have it.Relax, we have it.Relax, we have it.Relax, we have it.

U.S. and Canada Toll Free 877-SAGE-877
International +1-631-501-1300 • Fax 1-631-501-1619

email: info@sageparts.com  •  www.sageparts.com

Anticipating needs, meeting demands. Reducing costs.

Nobody really knows the size of the global GSE parts provisioning market, but 
there are very good reasons for that. Airside’s Keith Mwanalushi talks with Sage 
Parts, a New York-based company that is expanding its geographical reach and 
taking its proven formula with it

P
re-internet, the only way to buy parts for ground support equip-
ment (GSE) was to be either keen enough to know how to source 
an item that was listed in the manual from the equipment manu-
facturer or to go directly to the manufacturer, and usually the 

buyer would be relegated to what the manufacturer had in stock. The 
buyer would then look at what the pick, pack and post promptness was 
and, if fortunate, the buyer would get a decent price and a decent delivery 
in exchange.

In 1998 Michael Bloomfield, the current executive vice president, and 
his business partner, Mark Pollack, bought a small company in New York 
called Sage. “It was a very small company at the time and we had the idea 
that we could recreate the business and recreate the method in which 
parts are traded or supplied for GSE worldwide,” says Bloomfield.

Back in 1998, Sage only had about four employees and a turnover of 
about US$2 million. Today, the company is approaching 400 employees 
located in 34 stocking stations at sites around the world. “We have mas-

GSE parts can come from various sources 
outside the aviation industry
credit: Swissport
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– therefore, their economies of scale are always very limited”. Plus, they 
are limited geographically because most manufacturers occupy only a 
single location or a single country, he points out.

With respect to the anticipation of need, meeting demands and re-
ducing cost, Sage then began to focus on putting parts at the point of 
use, whether this would be by opening warehouses in and around air-
ports or by arranging contracts with customers according to which the 
company would open parts depots within their maintenance shops. 

An illustrative example is a deal signed with Delta Air Lines in July 
last year. Sage Parts entered into a new contract with Delta whereby the 
former dispenses replacement parts for GSE at major Delta airport hubs 
in Minneapolis, Memphis and Detroit. Those three locations join Sage’s 
presence at Delta’s Atlanta hub, where it has been providing parts for 
use in Delta GSE since 2002.

“Many years prior to last year’s contract we had a contract with Delta 
where we were in their location in Atlanta dispensing parts to the workshop 

directly; actually, we were delivering parts right to the work bays. So the 
contract we signed last year with Delta moved that formula out to an ad-
ditional three locations and the planning involved for that is something 
that we are very good at,” Bloomfield states.

The process works through what the company calls a ‘single source 
site location’, where the parts provider is dispensing parts within the 
customer’s facility. The inventory is owned by Sage and therefore re-
lieves the airline of all the burdens associated with ownership and inven-
tory planning; in return, Sage is held to very high delivery, performance 
and cost-saving standards.

“Having said that, the planning that goes behind all that is immense. 
We have some very sophisticated systems that manage the demand and 
track all the usage, not only by the end-user but also for our supply 
chain. They keep track of just what inventories are applied and kept on 
the shelf both at the point of use and in our distribution centres at any 
given time.”

Sage has similar arrangements with American Airlines at eight of its 
hubs, Air Canada throughout Canada and KLM at Schiphol, as well as a 
contract with a company called Ground Support Equipment Limited in 
Hong Kong – “In all those situations we have contract terms that vary in 
length, with slight variations to the same underlying model depending 
on the philosophy of the customer or necessity,” he adds. 

In order to grow its operations in both the domestic market and be-
yond its borders, Sage has actively pursued a number of acquisitions. 
In the US, the company acquired two firms that were engaged in the 
distribution of GSE parts – “So that eliminated some competition there, 
although we did not acquire these companies for that reason but rather 
because they had a particular skill-set, knowledge base and personnel 
that we desired.”

The most recent high profile acquisition was that of the UK-based 
T123 last year. The acquisition was instrumental in the implementation 
of Sage’s business strategy of bringing parts and parts-related services 
closer to their point of use worldwide. The purchase of T123, according 
to Sage, combined the company’s intercontinental capabilities – that in-
cludes Sage airport locations in Amsterdam, Paris and Hong Kong – with 
T123’s long-established presence throughout the UK and Ireland.

Bloomfi eld says that the particular attractions of T123 were because 
its acquisition increased Sage’s ability to source parts for European-made 
equipment and gained Sage a larger footprint in the UK and Europe. It had 
bought a similar company in France a few years ago for the same reasons. 

+1 208-378-9888  |  www.aerospecialties.com

Ground support equipment

Single-source GSE

If you need it, we have it! AERO has all the right equipment for your ramp and hangar.  
Make it easy on yourself — call the pros that know!

Sage Parts entered 
into a new contract 
with Delta whereby 
the former dispenses 
replacement parts 
for GSE at major 
Delta airport hubs in 
Minneapolis, Memphis 
and Detroit
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“We are focusing on total cost of 
ownership reduction, basically 
focusing on things that will allow the 
part to last a lot longer” 
Michael Bloomfield, executive vice president
Sage Parts

“Having larger volumes in any specific region allows us to perform bet-
ter and bring more value to our customer base,” he considers.

It’s been over a year since the T123 acquisition and Bloomfield high-
lights a number of other specific benefits accruing from the investment. 
Firstly, T123 had similar contracts, dispensing parts to companies such 
as TCR and Servisair in the UK. “In this case, we desired to gain more fa-
miliarity with the way onsite contracts function outside our current mar-
ketplace and also to push our formula deeper into the UK and Europe.

“Another benefit is that everything that we do in terms of our meth-
od of operating requires massive amounts of parts information, parts 
databases, cross referencing, sources of supply and anything related to 
the efficient acquisition of a part that we can put in the hands of an 
end-user – T123 had some very good data that we were anxious to get,” 
Bloomfield admits. 

The integration of the T123 business was the culmination of 14 years 
of strategy at Sage to expand its geographical footprint in order to get 
the GSE part as close to the operator as conveniently possible. And to 
support that, the company has designed, according to Bloomfield, some 
very aggressive inventory and demand algorithms that calculate inventory 

needs for specific customers or inventory needs by type 
of equipment or specific seasonality – particularly impor-
tant, for instance, for such items as de-icer parts.

“We also engage in a lot of engineering,” he says, de-
scribing how the company takes items that have very high 
usage and re-engineers them to encourage lower usages of 
that item. “In other words, we are focusing on total cost 
of ownership reduction, basically focusing on things that 
will allow the part to last a lot longer and we have been 
successful with all of that.”

When it comes to the repair and maintenance of GSE 
parts, Sage performs these services on some select items. 
In this regard: “We have some very good, notable pro-
grammes, particularly with engines and drivetrain parts, 
as well as certain other programmes where we take parts in 
and rotate them back out. Having said that, this is an area 
we would like to expand on; we think it’s a very wonderful 
way of providing a service to the customer and it’s a won-
derful way of providing cost savings and overall benefits.”

Bloomfield further stresses that the value of design 
work should not be underestimated, citing a few exam-
ples of parts that have been improved to lengthen their 
productive life. Since various parts come from different 
sources and are not necessarily intended for use in GSE, 
these parts are subject to premature failure. “So these are 
subject to lots of improvement and we are able to recog-
nise that and facilitate many improvements.”

When asked about the global size of the GSE parts 
market, he grins and says that’s the billion dollar ques-
tion. “Nobody really knows the true figure, and there are 
very good reasons for that. The parts that go on GSE are 
extremely broad in terms of their origins. GSE is typically 
made up of many parts coming from various industries; 
there are very few parts that go on ground equipment that 
are made specifically for ground equipment, although of 
course some parts will be specifically for GSE.”

Furthermore, Bloomfield cites the difficulty in defining 
the total market size because at any given time an end-user 
somewhere in the world will order a part for its ground 
equipment and it could be ordered from any one of a mil-
lion different places. “So it’s hard to contain and under-
stand the size of the total market because of that,” he says.

Despite these market uncertainties, Sage sits in a pret-
ty good position. Unsubstantiated estimates reveal that 
the company’s parts business is about ten times larger 
than similar providers, with $27 million worth of inven-
tory. “Our total turnover is about $120 million so at 25 
we are turning close to five times, which is really a phe-
nomenal turn rate for inventory of this nature, given the 
extreme diversity and high service levels we provide,” 
Bloomfield concludes. 

Electric engine 
technology on new 
GSE might create 

different demands for 
spare parts

credit: JBT AeroTech
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which we compete. In terms of the equipment supplied to the MoD, we believe 
that the products we supply are market leaders from world-class manufactur-
ers, which ensures that they have good reliability built in as standard, as well as 
proven performance in military applications over a long time period.”

The majority of the equipment that Terberg supplies to the UK MoD is 
very much commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) in nature, he says, that requires 
only very minor modifi cation for military applications.

As for how the tender and procurement process works from his point of view, 
Couper observes: “Terberg closely monitors the defence procurement contract op-
portunities that are published, but the MoD tendering process is daunting.

“We select tenders where we can provide not just the equipment but also 
a long-term service and support solution. We were recently very successful 
in the tender for the supply of a quantity of mini spider cranes, where the 

MARKET LEADING SUPPLIERS OF 
BESPOKE MILITARY AND CIVILIAN 

GSE SOLUTIONS WORLDWIDE

Lowfields Way, Lowfields Business Park, Elland, Halifax, West Yorkshire HX5 9DA
Phone: 01422 257 100    Fax: 01422 257 200

www.terbergdts.co.uk    info@terbergdts.co.uk

I
t is not just the commercial aviation world that requires all manner of 
ground support equipment in order to function effectively. So too does 
military aviation and the UK’s Royal Air Force and its other armed forces 
are no exception to that.

The UK’s Ministry of Defence (MoD) manages airfi eld support, including 
airfi eld specialist vehicles and ground support equipment as a single capabili-
ty across its four front-line commands – navy, land forces, air and joint forces.

As the majority user, Air Command acts as the lead on capability manage-
ment in this area, and has funding responsibility. Its representative chairs 
an Airfi eld Support Board that includes other representatives of the various 
commands that use ground support equipment (GSE) and the supplying De-
fence Equipment & Support Project Teams. Together, they agree what they 
regard as “a prioritised, affordable and deliverable programme of acquisition 
projects”, an MoD spokesperson explains.

These projects vary enormously in size, with the biggest worth more than 
£50 million (US$81 million) over the life of the equipment. The tendering pro-
cess is, the spokesperson stressed, “run in accordance with European Union 
and UK government procurement regulations”.

In terms of complexity, smaller projects of airfi eld support acquisition 
may be completed in just six months, but larger requirements can take as 
long as 18 months or two years from initial concept work, through comple-
tion to fi rst deliveries, the MoD asserts – although some might disagree, argu-
ing the timeframe can in actual fact be much longer.

The whole process can be speeded if there exists what is known as an 
Urgent Operational Requirement (UOR). However, these are usually issued in 
support of a change in numbers required or the use of an aircraft type, and 
so tend to be met by procuring additional equipment selected in an earlier 
competition, rather than the MoD coming to the market seeking an entirely 
new capability.

COMMERCIAL TENDERING

Over the years, the MoD has purchased its GSE from most of the industry 
leaders but recent, major projects have been delivered by such enterprises 
as Terberg DTS, EINSA, Sun, Test Fuchs, Schmidt, Vestergaard, Fluid Transfer 
and AMSS – either as the equipment manufacturer or as the lead provider of 
a through-life support arrangement.

The fi rst of these, Terberg DTS (UK), has supplied a variety of airside sup-
port equipment to the MoD in the recent past, including two types of Schopf 
tractor that are principally used for aircraft towing and airside buses that are 
currently in use at one of the RAF’s main UK bases. Terberg both supplied the 
vehicles and is contracted to provide longer term maintenance and spares 
support over the operational life of the equipment.

The company has also supplied the UK MoD with various aircraft de-icing 
vehicles, other airport buses and a small crane for maintenance work, again 
also being contracted for both vehicle supply and for through-life support. 
The various types of equipment have been used by the British Army, Royal 
Navy and Royal Air Force (RAF) at different locations around the world.

According to Alisdair Couper, managing director of Terberg DTS (UK): “It 
is our policy to partner with the best manufacturers in every market sector in 

GSE in military 
application

It is not just in the commercial sector that ground support 
equipment is in constant use; military forces rely on it too

Hale Hamilton 
nitrogen PCU

The tendering process 
is “run in accordance 
with European Union 
and UK government 
procurement 
regulations”
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operational requirement was almost immediate.
“However, in general, it depends on the equipment that is included in the 

tender and the timescales provided by the Ministry of Defence for actual op-
erational duty that determines how complex the tender really is,” Couper adds.

OXYGEN SUPPLY

But of course, in addition to the biggest players such as Terberg, there are 
hundreds of other companies that provide the equipment and/or support 
that are too numerous to list. Just one of those is the Uxbridge, UK-based Hale 
Hamilton. Hale Hamilton is best known for its valves, which are sold to the 
private sector as well as to armed forces – but it is various military agencies 
and primarily the UK armed forces that are its best customers.

About 70% of its business is for the military, most of it valves with 
naval applications, confirms defence sales director Bill Dormer. Anoth-
er important part – about 5 percent – of its business is military avia-
tion-related, and its work with the MoD in securing the distribution of 
its nitrogen and oxygen portable charging units (PCUs) is illustrative 
of the important role that even the – comparatively-speaking – smaller 
GSE suppliers make to the RAF’s capability.

Having already acquired numerous Hale Hamilton PCUs on behalf 
of the RAF for many years previously, in the mid-2000s the MoD’s Air 
Support Integrated Project Team (IPT) – now based at Abbey Wood – 
issued a tender for the latest in PCU technology.

A total of 18 companies originally applied and these were 
whittled down in successive phases of the selection process. 
Indeed, that whole process took roughly three years, Dormer 
informs, before Hale Hamilton’s lightweight and portable 
PCU’s were chosen.

As a result, it supplied approximately 1,000 nitrogen-based 
PCUs and 140 oxygen-based PCUs that quickly entered RAF ser-
vice. Both types are carried in suitcase-size containers – ideal for 
easy transport, even within aircraft that are themselves deploying 
to forward bases – and can even be wheeled for even easier use on 
the apron.

They are used for slightly different, but numerous all the same, 
applications –nitrogen is typically used to fill aircraft tyres, to charge 
suspension struts, in hydraulic accumulators, in aircraft escape slides, 
door seals and in various other aircraft hydraulic components, while oxy-
gen is employed as part of the aircrew’s breathing systems.

These charging units are now operated in the field in locations 
including Afghanistan, Dormer confirms, as well as with various 

other military forces including those of Australia, India and Sin-
gapore.

As part of the ongoing MoD deal, Hale Hamilton has con-
tinued to provide further PCUs and maintained an RAF sup-
port contract. It has also continued to sell a comprehensive 
range of valves designed for military applications to the MoD, 

“We select tenders 
where we can provide 
not just the equipment 
but also a long-term 
service and support 
solution” 
Alisdair Couper, managing director
Terberg DTS (UK)
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while these military sales have run alongside various commercial pro-
grammes. Its nitrogen PCU is available to commercial carriers as Nitro-
gen 2 Go (N2GO) and the company sold 15 PCUs to the UAE flag-carrier 
Etihad just the other day, Dormer points out.

WORKING TOGETHER

Collaboration with other companies has also allowed Hale Hamilton to 
broaden the value of its offering. It is currently working with Newbow 

Aerospace, the latter’s wheeled bottle trolley-cart using a Hale Hamilton 
nitrogen gas box for example.

This particular product is offered to both the commercial and mili-
tary aviation sectors and, according to Newbow Aerospace’s sales director, 
Marc Green, with Newbow’s cart and Hale Hamilton’s valve technology 
within the control cabinet area, aircraft engineers can easily transport gas 
cylinders to waiting aircraft.

Officially launched as recently as July last year, 30 units have so far 
been sold to numerous customers, these clients benefit-
ing from a number of unique selling points to the 
product including, Green explains, Hale Hamil-
ton self-venting regulators (competitor prod-
ucts use conventional regulators requiring a 
separate vent valve, he highlights).

While the collaboration with Hale Hamil-
ton is a welcome aspect of Newbow’s business, 
it also offers much else to military customers 
beyond its co-operation with Hale Hamilton. It 
has, for instance, supplied more than 2,000 air-
craft tyre pressure check gauges into the UK mili-
tary. Other gauges have been sold to the German 
Air Force, the US Air Force, and other defence 
suppliers such as BAE Systems and EADS.

As to the UK MoD’s tendering system, 
Green considers: “The process is very mixed. 
Sometimes the MoD will approach us direct 
for a quotation and then place an order 
with us direct.

“Other times they will use a third-
party procurement company to place a 
quote and order with us. It is not un-
usual for us to receive tenders from 
three or four procurement companies 
sourcing the same part,” he said. 

Bill Dormer, defence sales director
Hale Hamilton
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Noted in the company’s interim report is the fact that its airports 
section contributed over 23 per cent more revenue in 2012 than a year 
earlier and a contract that Cavotec won from the new Sohar airport in 
the Sultanate of Oman. Cavotec is delivering fuel hydrant pits, isolation 
valve pits, truck unloading skids and a fuel flow control valve instru-
mentation package. This, says the company, is the first airport in the 
region to have the complete portfolio of fuelling components and equip-
ment from Cavotec. 

ASIG PROVIDES GLOBAL REACH

ASIG and Signature Flight Support are both part of the global 
aviation support and service provider BBA Aviation. ASIG says 
that it is a ‘recognised industry leader in aviation refuelling 
services’. It adds that, since April 1986, it has operated the larg-
est fuel consortium in the 

Fuelling the aviation industry

Fluid Transfer International (FTi) have been manufacturing 
aviation refuelling vehicles for World Wide Civil Aviation 
operators, Oil companies and defence organisations since 1967.

Tel: +44 (0)1453 833 381 | Fax: +44 (0)1453 833 529

In the refuelling business, time can mean literally money, reports Ian McInnes. 
Getting an aircraft turned around quickly, efficiently and back in the air where it is 
earning revenue is paramount for both airlines and airports. The right equipment 
deployed at the right time, coupled with the development of long-term strategies 
ironed out between service providers and their clients, can pay dividends

J
ust one of the many companies active in the aircraft refuelling busi-
ness is Cavotec, a global engineering group with a substantial pres-
ence in the aviation fuelling business that includes Cavotec Dabico 
UK, Cavotec Dabico USA and Cavotec Inet.

DIVERSITY OF OFFERING

Cavotec has 40 years’ experience in the sector, offering a wide range 
of fuel delivery systems that include aviation loading arms, full-system 
design and integration, high-point and low-point pit assemblies, fuel hy-
drants, vault access pit covers and fuel isolation valve pit assemblies.

Its aviation fuelling arms are hose-free pantographs that do not need 
dispensers and tanker trucks and can be integrated into existing equip-
ment; they fully comply with major suppliers’ components and safety 
regimes. Furthermore, says Cavotec, the systems are compatible with 
both military and commercial aircraft, and facilitate fuselage and under 
wing refuelling operations, while some of its pantograph systems can be 
easily managed by just one individual.

In September 2012, its offering was boosted with the acquisition of 
the Swedish ground support equipment manufacturer, Combibox. And, 
going forward, the company is looking to take a whole system approach 
along the supply chain, “We find that many of our customers increasing-
ly prefer to develop long-term strategies where we deliver comprehen-
sive system design, supply and system integration,” declares Cavotec’s 
managing director, Gary Matthews.

FAUDI offers an impressive 
line up of products for the 
aviation industry
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world, LAXFUEL, at Los Angeles International airport, which operates 24-7 and incorporates a 
total of 56 US and international carriers.

It maintains and operates major fuel facilities at 40 major airports, including London 
Gatwick, Munich, Honolulu, Chicago O’Hare, Denver, San Francisco, Philadelphia, Cin-
cinnati, Anchorage, Orlando and Nassau; in total, ASIG currently offers services across a 
network of 83 airports.

In terms of equipment and reflecting an increasing global trend in environmental 
stewardship, ASIG is currently investing in ‘green’ fleet initiatives such as solar, electric 
and hybrid vehicles, which it expects to reduce its impact on the environment as well as 
its operating costs.

ASIG is also investing in RFID (radio frequency identification) technology in its mobile 
GSE fuelling operations, which it is confident will increase the accuracy of fuel transmis-
sions and therefore reduce the risk of mis-fuellings. Other initiatives under way include 
the introduction of the latest IT to improve accuracy, record keeping and thereby stream-

line the audit process. 

THE LOCAL PERSPECTIVE

Andrew Bruce operates Far North Aviation from Wick Airport in Caithness, 
Scotland, where he achieves turnover of around US$1.6 million per year for 

providing ground support services at the airport, including refuelling.
Bruce, who has been operating at Wick for 21 years, is however, less than 

complimentary about modern refuelling equipment, in particular that he 
doesn’t want to have to be or employ a ‘systems analyst’, to 

operate something or to fix it if and when it goes wrong. 
And, he makes a valid point that a piece of equipment 
can be and indeed should be efficient, rugged and not 

too frustrating for the owner/operator to be able 
to maintain and repair if it needs to be, onsite 

and in a hurry.
He confirms that he has had negative 

experiences of computerised equipment 
in the past, “When they (vehicles and sys-
tems) break, there’s a problem,” Bruce notes. 

“When something mechanical breaks it’s got a 
linkage. You can fix it.”

Needless to say, he adds that his refuelling 
equipment is of the older variety right now. How-

ever, Bruce points out that he is always look-
ing to expand his business and he might 
perhaps just be persuaded to try newer 

equipment again if additional air traffic control provi-
sion is implemented at the airport which allows more flights – and if 

he considers the product to be right for him.
Founded in 1938, Germany-based FAUDI is a civil and military aviation fuel filtration 

specialist that also provides marine and industrial fuel filtration solutions. It cites that 
its ‘experience and unique production methods ensure highly efficient and cost effective 
solutions to a range of filtration and separation problems’, and that these are primary 
reasons for its success.

FAUDI is known for its ex-certified, AFGUARD (water in fuel) sensor, which the com-
pany says can be used in all areas, including hazardous, and represents the next genera-
tion in aviation fuel filtration and monitoring. Key features of the product include its dual 
channel scattered light turbidity sensor, a continuous monitoring of aviation fuel quality, 
and reduction of faulty areas in aviation fuel filtration. Moreover, FAUDI insists that the 
sensor is low-maintenance and is impressively durable.

The company also makes filter/water separators for stationary, mobile, vertical and 
horizontal applications, micro filter and filter vessels with a choice of element size, clay 
vessels, refuelling, transfer pumping and special units, pre-coat filter installations and 
sieve basket filters and the VFC-1 water in jet fuel filter/separator.

In 2011, FAUDI announced the launch of DPGUARD, a system designed to give out cor-
rected differential pressure values for all types of filter used in aviation refuelling. The 
system is self-learning and is supplied as a touch screen micro-computer contained in a 
hard disk box for wall mounting.

The equipment can be used without the need to pre-configure it for special types of el-
ements such as monitors, coalescers, micro-filters and clay. DPGUARD can detect increases 
or decreases in differential pressure across the filter, such as the type caused by filter rup-
ture, and can automatically address digital output or relays to halt the refuelling process.

Plus, because it stores so much of the data relating to the differential pressure values 
and their status (ready, warning and alarm level), DPGUARD can also be used to remind 
the user of the possible need to change filter elements as they come to the end of their 
effective product life.

LONG HISTORIES

UK-based FTi says that it is all about ‘the design, development and manufacture of air-
craft refuelling vehicles, systems and equipment’. It has an extensive product range that 
includes bulk refuellers, diesel or electric dispensers, refuelling carts, marine, portable 
and static refuelling systems and pump sets. FTi also manufactures and markets associ-
ated components and offers equipment repair, refurbishment and onsite maintenance 
programmes. The company has 45 years of global standard vehicle building experience 
and caters to civil, military and marine markets.          

Liquip is a multi-division company that has 40 years’ experience in supplying to the 
bulk liquid handling and storage sectors. The company’s aviation division operates from 
Australia and the US, manufacturing a range of civil and military refuelling vehicles. The 
company also represents many respected companies for refuelling products such as hoses, 
filtration and meters.

In March 2012, Liquip announced the formation of a new business unit through the 
merging of Liquip International Pty Ltd and Fuelling Solutions Pty Ltd. The new unit, 

More information?  http://adlights.adb-air.com/
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dubbed Liquip Fuelling Solutions, specialises in the full spectrum of fuel 
filtration and engineering solutions and, says Liquip, ‘is the exclusive 
distributor of the Velcon filter product offerings and holds the exclusive 
manufacturing rights for Velcon’s range of filter vessels’.

Another business active in the refuelling industry is a unit of IDEX 
Corp, Liquid Controls (LC), which traces its aviation roots back to the 
mid-1950s. Nowadays, the US-based company is a manufacturer of ‘high 
quality flow meters and accessories for accurate liquid measurement in 
both custody transfer and process control applications’.

Originally focusing on the military aircraft sector, LC now works 
across a wide variety of industries using a combination of in-house engi-
neered designs working with an international network of strategic facto-
ry-authorised full service distributors to serve its client base.

The company says that its aviation fuelling meters are engineered 
with no metal-to-metal contact inside the measuring chamber, thus en-
suring minimal wear and enhanced longevity. LC’s more recent product 
enhancements include electronic registration and data capture utilising 
an LectroCount LCR, with which users can capture and transmit trans-
actional data and enhance safety by interlocking to valves to prevent 
overfills; other features allows the unit to measure and record in volume 
of pounds. 

New York-based Hannay Reels has been making hose reels for avia-
tion refuelling since 1933. The company works across many industries 
and for the aviation sector offers a range of universal reels to comply 
with worldwide specifications that, as an option, can also be manufac-
tured from stainless steel which will not rust or corrode. Hannay’s avia-
tion product offering includes a range of aviation refuelling hose reels, 
manual or power, single wrap or spring rewind to hold a variety of hoses 
from one inch in diameter up to four inches.

LEADING THE WAY IN THE US

Kansas, US-based Garsite, a subsidiary of Walker Stainless Equipment 
Company Inc,  since June 2007, claims to be the largest manufacturer 
of aircraft refuelling products in North America. The company’s portfo-
lio of products includes jet refuellers, Avgas refuellers, towable hydrant 
carts, truck-mounted hydrant dispensers and CSE refuellers; Garsite also 
designs and installs above-ground storage systems.

The company has been manufacturing equipment to serve the avia-
tion refuelling market for over 50 years and cites many international 

clients such as Air BP aviation services, American Airlines, Chevron Tex-
aco, ConocoPhillips, Shell Aviation and many more. In addition to the 
manufacturing and supply of new equipment, Garsite also offers a range 
of refurbished refuellers from truck bed-mounted units for hundreds of 
gallons to multi-thousand gallon jet fuel refuellers.  

Garsite’s most recent product development concerns Insite, a pro-
grammable in-vehicle safety control system for aircraft refuellers, which 
the company revealed at the AS3 show in Orlando, Florida. “We have 
been developing and testing this system to provide our customers with 
the safest and most efficient refuellers ever built. The Insite system com-
bines the best engineering and best technology with one goal to assist 
the operator in all aspects of managing the refueller in the safest and 
most efficient way,” says Steven Paul, Garsite’s president.

The company highlighted the system’s features at the show and ob-
serves that the system has a self-diagnostics capability that ‘constantly 
monitors relevant refueller and chassis systems and reports the status 
on the information centre’. Furthermore, says the company, the Insite 
system improves safety and, alerts the operator when unsafe conditions 
exist. The safety trigger points and alerts can be customised to meet 
user requirements.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Refuelling equipment is a specialist niche for specialist users that have 
often been in the business for decades and there will always be innova-
tions through engineering and electronics that must go through the reg-
ulatory process to international regulations and thus make it to market.

There is no doubt that as technology opens up new possibilities, costs 
can be reduced and efficiencies enhanced yet further. However technol-
ogy, particularly computer and electronics, can make uneasy bedfellows 
in an equipment environment like aviation refuelling; ruggedness and 
then some should always be a must. 

PHEV
HYBRID DIESELELECTRICHYBRID5% DIESEL AND 

95% ELECTRICITY

NEW INNOVATIVE AIRCRAFT TRACTOR FROM KALMAR MOTOR

Kalmar Motor has developed a NEW HYBRID DRIVE VEHICLE with accessibility equivalent 

to that of conventional diesel drives, but at a FRACTION OF THE CONVENTIONAL DRIVE 

OPERATING COSTS, and with emissions far below what would be possible in a combustion 

engine, regardless of the purifi cation technology used. The diesel engines run an average of 

fi ve percent of a shift, while during the remaining 95 percent of the time, the tractors operate 

on electricity. This hybrid vehicle is only available from Kalmar Motor. 

Read more about this invention and our other products at 

WWW.KALMARMOTOR.COM

Phone: +46 480 27678
Fax: +46 480 59039
info@kalmarmotor.se
www.kalmarmotor.com

Kalmar Motor has worked in the same fi eld for more than 40 
years. We develop and manufacture aircraft tractors. We move 
commercial aviation aircraft of all sizes. Quickly and carefully 
with accessibility 24 hours a day and 365 days a year. 

Cavotec fuelling pantograph at Frankfurt airport
credit: Cavotec

Refuelling equipment is a specialist niche for 
specialist users that have often been in the 

business for decades
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A
DB is one of the world’s leading suppliers of airfield lighting 
equipment and this year it is celebrating the 65th anniversary 
of its activities in this sector. Belgian founder Adrien de Backer 
created his business in 1920. This initially focused on the man-

ufacture of theatre lighting and their control panels, and then in 1947 
the company diversified into the area of airport lighting.

The catalyst was the decision that year of Sabena – Belgium’s flag-
carrier – to launch night flights, and the nation’s airport at Melsbroek 
approached the company to install the visual guidance system.

In the 65 years since then, notes the president and CEO of ADB Air-
field Solutions, Christian Onselaere, the company has become a truly 
global player in the field of airfield lighting.

With more than 2,000 installations worldwide, there is hardly a 
country that doesn’t use its equipment, he pointed out. Its product 
portfolio includes lights, regulators, control systems and other associ-
ated equipment, plus after-sales service that can combine to form a 
turnkey solution, Onselaere says.

Headquartered in Zaventem, near Brussels, ADB Airfield Solutions 
now employs approximately 180 staff there and more than 200 in its 
many other offices around the world. Its presence extends to Brazil, 
Canada, China, Malaysia, South Africa, Dubai, numerous other Euro-
pean countries as well as a major facility in Ohio, in the US.

All those offices will take part in celebrating the anniversary. A 
week in late November will see ADB hold a number of events, some 
wining and dining as well as some more semi-formal occasions, with 
staff and customers to celebrate what has gone before and to promote 

ADB celebrates  
65 years in the spotlight

One of the world’s leading airfield lighting specialists is 
marking a big anniversary this year 

ADB’s headquarters in Zaventem;
Christian Onselaere, president and 
CEO of ADB Airfield Solutions (inset)

DTC AD runway and taxiway lights

Front view of ADB’s DRC light
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what is still yet to come. A small exhibition at the firm’s 
Belgian headquarters will also demonstrate to staff and visi-
tors ADB’s achievements.

Much has changed in those 65 years, Onselaere informs, 
that will be reflected at the exhibition. The post-war period 
saw ADB develop its airfield lighting offerings and its geo-
graphical coverage; in 1953, it installed its first equipment, 
for example, in Africa – at what is now Kisangani Interna-
tional airport, in the Democratic Republic of Congo – and a 
Middle East presence soon followed.

In 1987 came another major change when German elec-
tronics specialist Siemens acquired ADB. Coming under the 
wing of such a giant certainly had its advantages, Onselaere 
believes, helping to modernise the company and allowing 
ADB to benefit from Siemens’ technological expertise. But it 
also complicated the business environment, and when ADB 
moved under the wing of a financial investor in 2009 it once 
again could work with a sharper focus, he considers.

But while the company has changed radically in its 
form and size over the years, its principles have remained 
constant. ADB has built its success, and will continue to 
do so, he says, on two fundamentals – innovation and cus-
tomer service.

The first of those is apparent in the role it has played in 
the development of new technology, such as second-gener-
ation lighting. Sufficiently powerful to be used on the cen-
treline and edges of airport runways, as well as the taxiways 
that require less powerful illumination, LED lighting has 
been applied in various ways not possible with the old halo-
gen technology.

These latest lights – called AD Lights – are more re-
sistant to water ingress, Onselaere continued, as well as 
require significantly less power to operate, need less spare 
parts management and have a far longer lifespan. The 
technology has been sold to customers such as Manchester 
Airport Group (MAG), which first replaced halogen light-
ing with AD Lights in 2011 and chose ADB as its key sup-
plier in the project.

The pilot installation has gone very well, he observed. 
Fully certified by the UK’s Civil Aviation Authority, London 
Gatwick has also turned to the second-generation LED light-
ing, while he is hopeful that London Heathrow will follow 
in due course.  “We’re confident it will continue to be a re-
ally big hit,” Onselaere enthuses.

ADB is now researching the extension of the second-
generation lighting to cover other functions on the airfield 
(including approach lighting), plus looking at new power 
systems with increased energy efficiency and related tech-
nologies.

The second plank on which ADB has built its success is 
customer service and it is certainly one of the CEO’s priori-
ties that the company remains very close to its customers. 
As well as offering them a specialised system to meet their 
requirements, clients can also benefit from a wide-ranging 
after-sales coverage that promises any problems will be 
solved whenever humanly possible.

In summary, “happy customers, happy employees and 
happy shareholders – a healthy balance” are the results of 
ADB’s progress over the past six and a half decades – and 
will continue into the future, Onselaere promises. 

Runway lights at Manchester Airport

2012

In 1987 came another major 
change when German 

electronics specialist Siemens 
acquired ADB. Coming under 

the wing of such a giant 
certainly had its advantages
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S
harjah International airport and Sharjah Aviation Services are 
making a concerted effort to ensure that the gateway is as en-
vironmentally friendly as possible. Regarding itself as the first 
airport in the Middle East to plan a major initiative to ‘go green’, 

it has a detailed plan of how to improve its environmental footprint, 
explains Tony Smith, general manager of Sharjah Aviation Services (SAS) 
– which provides a comprehensive range of ground handling services at 
the facility.

The gateway is adopting a multi-pronged approach to reducing its 
impact on the environment, seeking to make progress in terms includ-
ing reduced emissions and cleaner air, the use of solar energy, no fuel 
spills and the use of clean electric power – all combining to form “a more 
hygienic environment”.

Smith observes: “As with all industries worldwide, any opportunities 
to reduce emissions and protect the environment must be taken up in 
the best interests of our global state. My aim is to help provide Sharjah 
International airport and the community of Sharjah with a much cleaner 
and safer environment and I am proud to work with the local govern-
ment and airport community to provide such an initiative.”

Ground support equipment is one area in which significant strides 
are being made by SAS. “We would like to reduce our fleet of 200 die-
sel and petrol-powered vehicles by 75 percent by the year 2020,” Smith 
points out. And the next five years are expected to see the replacement 
of all SAS’s diesel-fuelled vehicles, a programme that will require an in-
vestment of 10 million Emirati dirhams (US$2.7 million).

Sharjah already boasts a significant amount of electrically-powered GSE 
and the initiative as a whole is expected to take in the acquisition of 20 new 
9-tonne electric baggage tractors, 15 25-tonne electric baggage tractors and 
a potential 20 electric belt loaders in a transition from current equipment 
supported by GSE suppliers Charlatte Manutention and TLD.

GREEN TECHNOLOGY

SAS has previously invested in a number of electric tugs provided to 
them by Charlatte Manutention and TLD. In terms of the former, the UAE 
gateway currently employs two Charlatte Manutention T135 20-tonne 
electric baggage tractors and one of its smaller 8-tonne electric models, 
but the hope is that these three will form part of a much larger procure-
ment programme as Sharjah airport continues in its efforts to go green.

These vehicles represent an important part of that process, says 
Sebastian Hoyos, the France-based export sales manager for Charlatte 

Sharjah leads 
the way in the 
Middle East

 High performance CHALLENGER fleet  
 The CHALLENGER conventional tractor fleet is capable of handling 
 push-back, repositioning and maintenance towing of all commercial 
 aircraft and most military aircraft. The fleet is designed to perform 
 under tough working conditions and features cutting-edge technology 
 to improve both operations and maintenance. 

 For further information 

+49(0)611 - 880 88-0 
 www.trepel.com 

Visit our new
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One UAE gateway is taking its green credentials very seriously
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Manutention – a company forming part of the huge building and public 
works conglomerate Fayat Group.  As well as the very obvious environ-
mental benefits – and the consequently more positive image offered by a 
gateway clearly concerned by its environmental footprint – the econom-
ic advantages are apparent, he notes, in fuel savings and lower mainte-
nance costs.

The electric tugs also represent a significant improvement in opera-
tor comfort and wellbeing, Hoyos continues, the equipment making less 
noise and offer less vibration.

As well as its electric tractors and hoppers – of which it has as many 
as 10,000 deployed at airports across the world – Charlatte Manutention 
also offers a range of specialised electric equipment, such as wheelchair 
lifts and electric lavatory trucks. Headquartered in France, it also main-
tains a subsidiary, Charlatte of America.

According to Hoyos, its main market remain in the US and Europe, 
but he is seeing increasing interest in the Middle East in more environ-
mentally friendly technology, such as its electric tractors.

TLD’S OFFERING

Another major supplier of electric GSE to SAS has been TLD, a global sup-
plier of what it describes as “a complete range of ground support equip-
ment” to airlines, airports, cargo carriers, ground handlers and military 

forces. In just the last two years, it has sold equipment to 500 customers 
across 117 countries.

Electrical GSE offered by TLD includes aircraft pushback tractors, belt 
loaders, baggage tractors, cargo loaders, air conditioning units and pas-
senger steps. While the company has offered electric GSE for more than 
15 years, the share of electrically-powered products in its product mix 
has been relatively marginal, but that situation is now changing. 

TLD is eager to co-operate with its worldwide customers in the evo-
lution of more cost-efficient and more environmentally friendly equip-
ment, confirms its director of sales and services in Dubai, Christophe 
Lesbaudy. Sharjah Aviation Services has been a very important customer 
for TLD over the last few years, supplying SAS with an electric convey-
or belt and two electric baggage tractors, and Lesbaudy is confident of 
many more deals to come.

The electrical equipment that it is supplying to Sharjah will undoubt-
edly lower the gateway’s environmental impact, he believes, as well as 
offer financial benefits – lower maintenance, and of course not using 
fuel at a time of very high fuel prices.

The Middle East has always been an important market for TLD and 
that is why it decided in 2008 to open a new office in Dubai. “Being pres-
ent locally with the support of three field technicians and a spare parts 
manager gives our customers a lot of confidence in our capacity to sup-
port them once equipment is delivered,” Lesbaudy says. 

Left to right: Sebastian Hoyos of 
Charlatte Manutention; Tony Smith, 
general manager of Sharjah Aviation 
Services; TLD’s Dubai-based director of 
sales and services, Christophe Lesbaudy
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Viva Las Vegas
GSE specialists IAEMA recently organised the International Airport Expo in Las 
Vegas and Airside took a look at what was on display

B
etween 25 and 27 September, Las Vegas played host to an important exhibition in the airport and GSE 
calendar – the International Airport Equipment Manufacturers’ Association (IAEMA)’s International 
Airport Expo.

Held – as it was at the inaugural event in 2010 – in the Rio All-Suite Hotel in the Nevada city that 
never sleeps, the biennial exhibition brought together equipment manufacturers and distributors of GSE with 
actual and potential customers.

The International Airport Expo is completely non-profit-making, IAEMA stresses, and is “delivered by the 
industry, for the industry”. IAEMA is itself a non-for-profit association of international GSE manufacturers that 
incorporates more than 20 companies; it believes that the bigger inter airport Europe show that takes place 
in Germany every two years has not always attracted the key US buyers – hence the need for a new event on 
American soil.

Exhibitors at International Airport Expo could choose to display their smaller wares in a large marquee, while 
for those with larger pieces of equipment, an outdoor area was also filled with the latest in GSE on display.

Virginia Salas, a board member of IAEMA as well as business planning & marketing manager for GSE sup-
plier JBT Aerotech – which as a member of IAEMA both exhibited at and was a sponsor of the expo – notes that 
for her and her company it was “a very successful show”.

She was pleasantly surprised by the fact that it was busy from the very start and – as a whole – attendance 
was much improved on the first of the IAEMA events held in Las Vegas two years ago. “For sure we will be go-
ing in two years time,” Salas confirms.

Andreas Funk, head of sales for Contrac Cobus Industries – which offers terminal buses to airports and was 
another exhibitor and sponsor of the show – also says he will certainly be there again two years from now.

Funk – like Salas, a board member of IAEMA – notes an excellent turnout from both North and Latin American 
visitors. While little business is actually signed up at these sorts of events, he points to discussions held by Contrac 
during the event with a number of potential South American customers.

Many of the exhibitors at International Airport Expo in Las Vegas were keen to show off not only the latest 
in equipment they have on offer but also what changes the companies themselves are going through. For ex-
ample, Jose Luis Martinez, sales and export director for Langa International, says that the Spanish provider of 
GSE attended the expo not only to show off its new technologies in various product lines, such as towbars and 
tripod jacks, it was also there to prove that “we are trying to adapt to different requirements”.

At a time when the market has undoubtedly been hit by the economic crisis felt in the US and Western 
Europe, Langa will continue to offer “competitive prices without compromising on quality”, he adds.

The many visitors to the exhibition also had their own reasons for being there. Gerald Smith, managing director of 
Global-AirPort Insight Solution, says that he was there to talk to exhibitors to keep his product knowledge fresh and 
to learn more about various product enhancements.

He was also there to “build and strengthen industry relationships” and to promote what his own company 
can offer the sector; these three objectives were all achieved,” Smith enthuses, but perhaps particularly impor-
tant was the third – given that Global-APIS’s brand will only be fully launched in the first quarter of next year.

Global-APIS will work with aviation clients to understand what products may be helpful for them to best 
meet their strategies or goals while staying within the framework of budget constraints, he explains. And, as 
for the show: “The International Airport Expo was a success; there was a splendid presentation of airport prod-
ucts… and it was great to see product innovation and some new participants,” Smith concludes. 

COMPETENCE 
IN GSE 

DOLL Fahrzeugbau AG
D-77728 Oppenau 
Tel. +49 (7804) 49-0 
www.doll-oppenau.com

Being the leading manufacturer of high 
loaders, DOLL is familiar with the require-
ments for modern scissor lift vehicles. 
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T
axiBot, a new towbarless tractor that 
can be remotely controlled by an air-
craft’s pilot while he remains on the 
flight-deck using the aircraft’s own 

control systems, was demonstrated to journal-
ists and other interested spectators at Château-
roux airport, not far from Paris, in November 
and Airside was there to see it.

The tractor, the result of a collaborative pro-
gramme involving many different companies, has 
already undergone initial testing with Lufthansa 
and the recent demonstration was a confi dent exhi-
bition of its capabilities.

TaxiBot allows an aircraft to be towed without 
the latter having to use engine power; not unusu-
al in itself, but what is different about this vehicle 
is that it is controlled by the pilot from the fl ight-
deck and incorporates technology that keeps the 
stress loads on the aircraft’s nose landing gear (NLG) 
within acceptable limits because the aircraft’s own 
steering and braking mechanisms – not the tractor’s 
– are employed.

The aircraft’s nose wheel is connected to a rotary 
table on the TaxiBot and the vehicle is then manoeu-
vred by the pilot, using the aircraft’s controls, just 
as if the plane were taxiing under its own engine 
power. In this Pilot Control Mode (PCM), the pilot 
uses the tiller to steer the aircraft and aircraft’s own 
brakes to decelerate the machine if required; this 
minimises the stresses and strains on the NLG that 
would be sustained through tractor braking. The 
aircraft’s speed is automatically increased to a set, 
desired level for the airport environment when the 
pilot is not braking.

No new sensors or instrumentation are need-
ed, and there is indeed minimal change required 
to the aircraft or airport infrastructure and oper-
ating procedures.

In operational use, a TaxiBot would remain in 
the Driver Control Mode (DCM) on pushback from 
the stand, when the pilot has very limited visibility 
for careful manoeuvring. Control would soon be 
handed over to the pilot and the aircraft would con-
tinue on its way, pulled by TaxiBot under his control, 

until the end of the taxi.  The driver would remain in 
the vehicle in case of emergencies and so that, once 
the pilot is in the required position and has called 
for TaxiBot to be disengaged, the driver could then 
move the vehicle on to its next task. Meanwhile, the 
aircraft would start its engines for warm-up and un-
dertake checks for take-off, before moving onto the 
runway under engine power.

A similar procedure in reverse would be em-
ployed after landing and during taxiing – or ‘Taxi-
Boting’ as it is called when using the tractor in PCM 
– to the area of the stand.

The benefi ts of the system over regular towbarless 
tractors are many, consider its designers, Israel Aero-
space Industries (IAI). IAI points to reduced fuel con-
sumption with taxiing aircraft not requiring running 
engines, and, as a further benefi t of that, reduced CO2 
emissions; less noise pollution; a decreased threat of 
engine FOD (foreign object damage); minimal costs 
for the airport or for any aircraft changes; as well as 
guaranteed effi cient and safe taxiing.

Remote towing: the future?
Châteauroux airport recently played host to a demonstration of 
TaxiBot, the innovative new pilot-controllable tractor

During snowy and icy conditions, the fact that 
a tractor is used also offers greater stability and less 
danger of skidding than if the aircraft taxis under its 
own power and without a tractor.

COLLABORATION

IAI has been the lead agency on the TaxiBot pro-
gramme, originating the concept in 2006 and driv-
ing the project to this point. It is by no means the 
only enterprise involved, however, the TaxiBot ini-
tiative currently taking in more than half a dozen 
different companies from numerous countries.

The fi rst of these is Airbus, the Toulouse-based 
consortium that has played an active role in sup-
porting the TaxiBot initiative. As Frederic Pochet, 
vice president for business development and inter-
national cooperation at Airbus, explains, the com-
pany is active in many different programmes not 
directly involving aircraft but that nevertheless help 
to promote a successful aviation industry.

Moreover, it is happy to help its customer carri-
ers to improve effi ciencies wherever it can, he adds.

It was an A320 – formerly operated by British 
Airways and already stripped of its engines – that 
was used in the recent TaxiBot demonstration. Air-
bus and IAI are said to be in the fi nal stages of creat-
ing a joint venture to push the TaxiBot programme 
forward further.

TLD also joined the project in its early stages 
and has been responsible for building the prototype 
TaxiBot that demonstrated its capabilities at Châte-
auroux. The globally active GSE supplier will also be 
building three TaxiBots expected to be shipped to 
Frankfurt for the ‘beta testing’ phase.

If all goes to plan, these vehicles will be used for 
the fi rst time in active aircraft operations by Luf-
thansa at its home hub of Frankfurt-Main Interna-
tional airport in summer next year, pulling B737s of 
the German fl ag-carrier. If that period of operational 
testing passes off successfully, and if suffi cient or-
ders for TaxiBot are won, TLD will begin series pro-
duction of the vehicle – possibly as early as 2014 – at 
an 8,000 square metre facility additional to its ex-
isting manufacturing plant in the Tours region not 

TaxiBot attached to the nose wheel of the A320

The tractor can be controlled by the 
pilot from his seat on the fl ight-deck

There is indeed 
minimal change 
required to the 
aircraft or airport 
infrastructure and 
procedures
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far from Châteauroux. This facility would, says An-
toine Maguin, TLD Group chief operating offi cer, be 
scaleable, with the capacity to expand by a factor of 
something like three times its original size in short 
order should production rates require it.

Lufthansa LEOS, the handler and GSE specialist 
that is a 100 percent subsidiary of Lufthansa Tech-
nik, forms another key part of the TaxiBot collabo-
ration. It was quickly persuaded of the value of the 
robotic vehicle, enthuses Gerhard Baumgarten, di-
rector sales and marketing for Lufthansa LEOS, and 
came on board as long ago as 2007.

Also amongst the initiative’s partners are Sie-
mens, responsible for the electric drive system that 
sees two diesel engines provide power to electric 
generators that in turn drive the tractor’s wheels, 
and Ricardo, which is responsible for the vehicle 
control logic and software.

Another major player in the aviation industry 
airside in Châteauroux on the day of the demonstra-
tion was an important potential customer of TaxiBot, 
Swissport – one of the world’s biggest handlers. Pete 
Speck, vice president, head of corporate supply and 
GSE maintenance management, is a big believer in the 
project. He says that Swissport has “seen a lot of data 
and it would appear to fi t well within our network”.

And John Batten, Swissport’s executive vice pres-
ident, global cargo, adds that whatever allows Swis-
sport to better serve its customer airlines, is good 
news for the handler.

MILESTONES

The demonstration in France was just the latest 
phase of a programme that has been going for some 
years. Originally launched as a project by IAI in 
2006, a demonstrator – based on a tractor provided 
free of charge by TLD, along with a whole load of 
spare parts – proved the concept during testing in 
very wintry conditions at Frankfurt-Main airport in 
December 2010.

A prototype was then built and it was this ma-
chine that was employed during the recent display 
at Châteauroux. Later that week, IAI and its partners 
were due to host numerous airline representatives – 
including test pilots who would be able to try their 
hands at TaxiBoting in PCM. Carriers expected to 
participate included United, FedEx, Qatar Airways, 
Lufthansa, China Eastern and China Southern, Air 
France-KLM and British Airways.

Operational testing with the narrowbody Taxi-
Bot is planned for the summer of next year, while 
certifi cation is to be gained as quickly as possible – 
the process is already under way for the narrowbody 
version and certifi cation of the larger vehicle is ex-
pected to begin sometime in 2014; the fi rst TaxiBots 
are expected to reach the market before the end of 
2013, according to IAI.

COST AND BENEFITS – THE REAL ISSUES

The two different types of TaxiBot are expected to 
consist of an eight-wheel version for handling nar-
rowbody aircraft and a 12-wheeler for widebodied 
aircraft of B767 or A330 size right up to the super-
jumbo A380. The fi rst of these is expected to have a 
unit cost of approximately US$1.5 million, the latter 
version roughly $3 million.

Nevertheless, given the many benefi ts that the 
system offers an operator, IAI believes that any air-
line purchasing a TaxiBot tractor will obtain a return 
on investment within little more than a year; for 
those carriers opting to lease, their RoI may take a 
little longer, of course.

Either way, IAI believes the case for a carrier opt-
ing for the system is “most compelling”, especially 
when used at congested hub airports where taxi 
times are likely to be lengthy and where aircraft can 
be held in waiting areas prior to take-off, just in or-
der to clear a stand for an incoming plane.

Certainly, for the TLD Group and for COO An-
toine Maguin, TLD has put its money where its 
mouth is. TaxiBot currently represents the com-
pany’s single biggest investment in R&D, Maguin 
confi rms. “I am incredibly confi dent”, he says, not-
ing that “lots of millions of dollars” have already 
been spent by the company on the initiative, while 
between 15 and 20 TLD employees are right now 

A look inside TaxiBot solely devoted to the success of TaxiBot.
It combines some of the standard systems and 

characteristics of other towbarless tractors with the 
aircraft-like systems required for semi-robotic, remote-
controlled application, together with the large amount 
of redundancy of parts and high mission success rate 
that an aircraft must achieve, Manguin points out, and 
that sort of technology requires extensive funding.

Of course, the large amount of fi nance already 
devoted to the project by TLD doesn’t guarantee 
success and movement from the confi rmed low 
rate of initial production of the initial three Taxi-
Bot machines destined for operational testing in 
Frankfurt does not guarantee that all-important 
move to series production.

But let Ran Braier, TaxiBot’s program director, 
have the last word. “This is an amazing programme,” 
he enthuses. “The atmosphere and the dedication of 
all involved have been amazing.” 
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